UNDERGRADUATE PHILOSOPHY COURSES FOR SPRING 2014

INTRODUCTORY COURSES

PHIL 1021 - Choice and Chance [decision theory, probability, math for non-math people]
PHIL 1030 - Present Moral Problems [human rights, hunger, poverty, war, race]
PHIL 1090 - Philosophy Looks at the Arts [photography, architecture, music, film]
PHIL 1091 - Great Philosophers [Socrates, Hume, Nietzsche]
PHIL 1111 - Western Philosophy II: Descartes To The Present [the rise of capitalism, science, and the Industrial Revolution]
PHIL 1120 - Asian Philosophy [classics of India and China]
PHIL 1125 - Islamic Philosophy [intro to Arabic philosophy in the Classical period.]
PHIL 1130 - Approaches to Ethics [moral skepticism, theories of obligation and value]
PHIL 1150 - Intro to Philosophy [free will/determinism, mind/body, value judgments]
PHIL 1151 - Love 101 - Online [neuroscience of love, commitment, jealousy]
PHIL 1160 - Critical Thinking [structure of arguments and sound reasoning]
PHIL 1180 - Science vs. God [Debates over evolution, sexuality, morality, afterlife.]
PHIL 1185 - Philosophy Of Religion [faith, experience, and reason; problem of evil]
PHIL 2252 - Philosophical Foundations of Criminal Justice [punishment, liberties]
PHIL 2254 - Business Ethics [morality of advertising; environmental protection]
PHIL 2255 - Environmental Ethics [value of wilderness; duties to animals; pollution]
PHIL 2256 - Bioethics [euthanasia, health care, experimentation, informed consent]
PHIL 2257 - Happiness and the Meaning of Life [paradox of hedonism, existentialism]
PHIL 2259 - Engineering Ethics [Challenger disaster; risk, safety, and liability]

INTERMEDIATE COURSES

PHIL 3286 - International Business Ethics [child labor, environmental policies, bribery]
PHIL 3360 - Formal Logic [introductory study of logical truth and deductive inference]
PHIL 3380 - Philosophy Of Science [What makes science different from pseudoscience? Ultimately is it all just physics?]

ADVANCED COURSES

PHIL 4402 - Aristotle [categories and causes, form and matter, time, happiness]
PHIL 4430 - Social and Political Philosophy [justice, fairness, equality, liberty]
PHIL 4437 - Metaethics [emotivism, expressivism, error theory, moral realism]
PHIL 4440 - Theories of Knowledge [meta-epistemology: what is it to know?]
PHIL 4458 - Ethics and the Computer [Technologically new ways to do bad things]
PHIL 4460 - Advanced Formal Logic [Modal logic and applications]
PHIL 4480 - Topics In Philosophy Of Science [phil bio, evolution, fitness]
PHIL 4491 - Senior Seminar [Because you are a philosophy major]

For course descriptions, go to http://www.umsl.edu/bulletin/as/philosophy.html#course